1.Forward-looking
dialogue
is
key
to
governing
Mediterranean migrations 29 May. Rome - Countries around
the Mediterranean region “should aim towards a forwardlooking dialogue” geared to food security and more inclusive
rural development to better govern migration dynamics, Maria
Helena Semedo, FAO's Deputy Director General, said today.
Reliefweb
2.Thirty-five migrants killed after boat sinks off Tunisia coast
04 June. Thirty-five migrants have died and 67 others rescued
after their boat sank off the Tunisia coast. The rescue of more
people, who are of Tunisian and other nationalities, is ongoing,
the ministry said. msn
3.9 migrants die, 6 rescued in Turkish Mediterranean 03 June.
Nine migrants died and six others were rescued after a
speedboat sank in the Turkish Mediterranean, the Turkish Coast
Guard said early Sunday. After a fishermen alerted the coast
guard to the emergency, four boats, one plane, and a helicopter
were dispatched to the scene, the statement said. Six migrants
were rescued, but the coast guard found nine who had
drowned. The six rescued migrants are in the hospital for
treatment.
4.UN Migration Agency Helps Somali Migrants Return Home
from Libya 31 May. Yesterday (30/05), IOM, the International
Organization for Migration, in collaboration with the Libyan and
Somali Governments and with support from the European
Union, facilitated the voluntary return to Mogadishu of 150
Somali migrants stranded in Libya. The majority of them had
been held in Government-run detention centres. Migrants in
Libya are exposed to numerous risks, including smuggling,
trafficking, kidnapping, abuse, detention and torture. IOM
5.Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 32,080 in 2018;
Deaths Reach 660 1 June. IOM, reports that 32,080 migrants
and refugees entered Europe by sea through the first 150 days
of 2018, with about 42 per cent arriving in Italy and 34 per cent
in Greece, with the remainder (24%) arriving in Spain. (IOM)
6.Israel’s Gas Game: Changing Strategies in the East
Mediterranean 30 May. Τhe East Mediterranean’s gas
resources can promote cooperation, resolve conflicts and
deliver financial benefits that contribute to the economic
development of littoral countries, primarily Israel. The
attraction of international energy companies however depends
on the commercial viability of existing and future reserves that
is linked to energy market prices, the cost of constructing
export infrastructure, and the securing of customers.
moderndiplomacy

Mediterranean Sea CRISIS WATCH
(28 MAY-03 JUNE 18)

Assessment:
As for migration; Recent dead toll in the Mediterranean Sea become bigger in amount depending on seasonal increase
in number of migration flow. Taking into account the number of casualties in the sea highly overstepping the number
who lost their life during the conflict world-wide, especially by UN and other organizations need to be set necessary
measures.
As for Energy issues; During the first drilling activity in Aphrodite parcel (Block 12) on 19 September 2011 by Noble
Drilling's oil rig Noble Homer Ferrington, Turkey's all objections to the drilling concerned get meaning mutually, and the
drilling platform accomplishes her operation as planned. In response to the unilateral initiative of Cyprus, Turkey also
tried to rent a rig from third countries to use in the conflict sea areas. But following having received negative answers,
Turkey reached an urgent decision of possessing her survey and drilling platform in short run to use them mainly in
EMED. To that end, Turkey gained complex seismographic research/survey capability with Barboros who acquired on
February 23, 2013, and deep-sea drilling capability with Fatih platform on January 02, 2018. Synchronously, Turkey-TRNC
(North Cyprus) signed Delimitation Agreement on 21 September 2011; North Cyprus issued off-shore licences to TPAO
(Turkish Petroleum Corporation) in all 7 Blocks on 22 September 2011 and Turkey granted the off-shore licences which
overlap with alleged Greek and Cyprus EEZ in the EMED to TPAO on 27 April 2012. Taking into account current position
and route (www.marinetraffic.com) of the platform, she is sailing inshore of Turkey and quite possibly and will operate
in Turkish territorial waters beyond the sea area in dispute between Greece-Cyprus-Turkey until the first round of
presidential poll on 24 Haziran 2018. Based on the result of the first round of the election, the activity of ship can be
used as an instrument for the domestic policy. One after the other harsh rhetorics of all high level political and military
figures and the decision was taken by the Turkish National Security Council about the Aegean Sea, and EMED is just like a
prophet of doom and beyond the building consensus. (For more detail assessment, please check Week 21 (2127.05.2018 Report)

7. Turkey sends out first drilling vessel to eastern
Mediterranean Sea 31 May. Turkey sent its first drillship to the
Mediterranean for deep-sea well drilling operations, marking
the beginning of a new era in its energy plans. The country is
also preparing to receive a second drilling vessel. Turkey's first
drilling vessel sailed off to the Mediterranean to start the
country's first deep-sea drilling operations. The ship departed
yesterday following a ceremony held on the northern Marmara
coast with Energy and Natural Resources Minister Berat
Albayrak in attendance. While the minister explained Turkey's
oil and gas exploration plans both in the Black Sea and the
Mediterranean with a seismic vessel and its drillship Fatih, he
announced that the country is planning to obtain its second
drilling vessel dailysabah
8.Turkey will never allow fait accompli in seas: 01 June. Turkey
will never allow fait accompli that would diminish its role and
sovereignty in seas, Defense Minister Nurettin Canikli has
vowed, indirectly referring to Greece and Greek Cyprus. “We
will never allow any attempt or step that would jeopardize or
destroy Turkey’s interests in the seas,” Canikli said on June 1
aboard the TCG Giresun Frigate in the eastern Mediterranean
Sea. The minister said Turkey has been noticing that some
countries are in efforts to introduce new versions of the
“Byzantine games” in a bid to eliminate Turkey’s interests in
seas. “We will never allow this,” he said. Hurriyetdailynews
9.Turkish chief of staff urges Greece over Aegean 20 May.
Chief of General Staff Hulusi Akar has indirectly urged Greece
not to make “miscalculations” amid a rise in tension between
Turkey and Greece over the Aegean. “We can conduct
operations in Afrin [in northwest Syria]. We can conduct
operations in [Turkey’s] east and southeast. If necessary, we
will fulfill any duty that may be assigned to us in the
Mediterranean and in the Aegean without hesitation. No one
should make any miscalculation on this issue,” Akar was
quoted. Hurriyetdailynews
10.Erdogan determined to defend Turkey's rights in the
Aegean, East Med 31 May. “Turkey is determined to defend its
rights in the airspace, on the land and the sea”, adding that “In
the framework of the provocations taking place in the Aegean
Sea as well as in the east Mediterranean Sea, Turkey will not
hesitate to make practical use of its rights based on
international treaties.” balkaneu
11. KATAIGIS 2018 Exercise Greece will conduct one of largest
yearly base joint Exercise between 05-11 June in the Aegean
Sea. Oinousses islands/islets which increased tension between
Greece and Turkey in 2015 has been put into official scenario of
the Exercise first time. Oinouses islands are recognized as a grey
islands by Turkey and has a potential to create new problem in
the Aegean Sea. hellenicnavy

Asia Pacific CRISIS WATCH
1.Chinese Frigate, Yancheng Arrives Nigeria for 2018
Maritime Exercise and Conference: 28 May. Guided-missile
frigate Yancheng, the commanding ship of the 28th Chinese
naval escort taskforce, arrived at Lagos Port in Nigeria on May
28, local time, to participate in the 2nd Nigeria international
maritime conference and regional naval exercise hosted by
the Nigerian Navy. Commander of the 28th Chinese naval
escort taskforce, will attend the 2nd Nigeria international
maritime conference on behalf of the Chinese Navy.
Representatives from over 20 countries attend the
conference, which is themed on the integrated marine
strategy of the Gulf of Guinea countries. (Vanguard)
2. China and Austria Deepen Military Cooperation: 30 May.
Chinese State Councilor and Defense Minister met with chief
of the General Staff of the Austrian Armed Forces, in Beijing.
Both countries’ presidents decided in this April to establish
the China-Austria strategic partnership of friendship, giving
directions for the future development of bilateral state and
military relations between the two countries. Both countries
are willing to deepen military cooperation, expand exchanges
and promote the sound development of friendly relations
between the two militaries. (Chinese Defense Ministry)
3.China and Russia Hold Strategic Consultation: 30 May. The
Chinese People’s Liberation Army and the Russian Armed
Forces held the 20th round of strategic consultation in
Beijing. The two sides exchanged views and reached broad
consensus on current international and regional hotspot
issues and on further deepening China-Russia military
cooperation under the new situation. The two sides indicated
that they will firmly implement the important consensus
reached by presidents, further enhance the level of bilateral
military cooperation and make positive efforts to help the
strategic cooperation between the two militaries.
4.France, Britain to Sail Warships in Contested South China
Sea to Challenge Beijing:
3 Jun. At the Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore; France and
Britain’s Defense Ministers said that France and Britain will
sail warships through the S. China Sea to challenge Beijing’s
expanding military presence in the disputed waters. French
Minister said that the French maritime task group, together
with British helicopters and ships, will visit Singapore next
week and then sail “into certain areas” of the South China
Sea. British Secretary of State for Defence also told the
summit that three warships would be sent to the region this
year to counter malign influence and preserve the rule-based
order for the long-term. (South China Morning Post)

(28 MAY-03 JUNE 18)

Assessment:
While Chinese Navy realise diplomatic task by visiting Nigeria she also shows its capability as a rising global power that participates
an exercise thousands miles away from homeport. China-Austria cooperation is a mean of their aim to implement strategic
partnerships from Europa to strengthen its position in international arena and get support for the disputes particularly in South
China Sea with US and other regional countries. China is among Austria’s main trading partners. Military cooperation between two
countries will also help developing economic relations. It is a kind of win-win strategy for both side. A major feature of China’s and
Russia’s defense and geostrategic interests has been rising levels of official support for each other’s security, increasingly pitched as
common defense concerns. In this vein, China and Russia have been accelerating their joint military drills. Russia has voiced its
support for the China’s position in the South China Sea and China provided verbal support Russia’s intervention in Syria.
France and Britain are the countries respond to US’ call which is more assertive approach in South China Sea compared to their
previous freedom of navigation operations. France and Britain draw attention and emphasise that the dispute in South China Sea is
a global problem rather than a complication between US and China. The developments indicate that the tension may escalate in
South China Sea in the following days.
This weeks’ Russian navy port visits can be assessed as key leader engagements aboard which enhance mutual understanding and
relationships through direct interactions. It is also assessed that the task group will continue on its regularly-scheduled Pacific
deployment after departing Vietnam, also participating Joint Sea 2018 Russian-Chinese exercise.
In Shangri-La Dialogue, the key issues are particularly rising tensions over territorial claims in the South China Sea in recent weeks,
how sincere North Korea is about denuclearisation, Trump and Kim Jong-un summit on June 12, renamed Pacific Command as the
Indo-Pacific Command by US.
In recognition of the increasing activity and connectivity of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, the U.S. Pacific Command has been
renamed to U.S.-Indo Pacific Command. It may also cause to be changed the border between 5th and 7th Fleet border. The US
Navy operations in the region were part of a routine and regularly scheduled patrol. The port visits by US warships strengthen
alliances, partnerships, and multilateral cooperation throughout the region.

5.Royal Australian Navy Starting Indo-Pacific Endeavour
2018: 1 Jun. The Royal Australian Navy is starting the second
iteration of the large-scale regional engagement Indo-Pacific
Endeavour (IPE 18). A Task Group that will deploy as part of
IPE 18 is scheduled to depart Townsville on June 2 to give a
major contribution to regional security and stability. IPE 18
Joint Task Group is comprising the Canberra-class landing
helicopter dock ship, HMAS Adelaide, frigates Melbourne,
Toowoomba, and tanker Success. (Naval Today)
6.Russia’s Pacific Fleet to Take Part in Two Major
International Drills In Coming Months: 1 Jun. Forces of
Russia’s Pacific Fleet will take part in two major international
exercises, a bilateral Russian-Chinese naval exercise, Sea
Cooperation-2018 and the Russian-Indian Indra Navy-2018
exercise during the six-month summer training period. (TASS
Russian News Agency)
7.Russian Pacific Fleet Warships Visited Thailand and
Vietnam: 3 Jun. A group of the Pacific Fleet’s warships has
been on a voyage in distant waters since May 7. The group of
Pacific Fleet warships comprising the large anti-submarine
warfare ships Admiral Tributs and Admiral Vinogradov and
the medium sea tanker Pechenga has conducted a port call to
Cam Ranh (Vietnam) between June 3 and 6. They also visited
the port of Sattahip in Thailand between May 27 and
31. Since May 7; the warships held anti-submarine warfare
drills in the Philippine Sea. (TASS Russian News Agency)
8.Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore:
21 Jun. The IISS Shangri-La Dialogue is Asia's premier defence
summit, a unique meeting of ministers and delegates from
over 50 countries since 2002. The 2018 conference has been
held in Singapore between June 1-3 and five key issues has
taken centre-stage. 1. South China Sea tensions 2. North
Korea crisis 3. Indo-Pacific strategy 4. How China responds to
criticism 5. Other regional security issues. (IISS)
9.US Pacific Command Gets Renamed as INDOPACOM:
29 May. Defense Secretary Mattis announced Wednesday
that U.S. Pacific Command would now be called U.S. IndoPacific Command, in the latest move to counter Chinese
economic and military pressure in the region.(Military Times)
10. US Navy Activities in Asia Pacific:
31 May. Naval ships, aircraft and personnel from India, Japan
and the United States will participate in exercise Malabar
2018, in mid-summer 2018 off the coast of Guam. 01 Jun.
After a successful two-week Pacific Partnership mission in
Vietnam, the U.S. Navy’s hospital ship USNS Mercy (T-AH 19)
departed from Nha Trang June 2. (Con7F)

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
(27 MAY-03 JUN 18)
1. Gazprom Presses Ahead With Widening Its Access to
European Energy Market
01 June 2018, Gazprom and the Turkish government signed
a protocol, on May 26, on building another section of the Turk
Stream pipeline that will deliver Russian natural gas to Turkey
and Europe (Gazprom.com, May 26). Moreover, the Russian gas
giant and the Turkish pipeline company BOTAŞ agreed to
establish a joint venture to complete the second onshore
segment of the pipeline (RT, May 27). The deal is another
milestone in state-owned Gazprom’s quest to supply gas to the
European Union by circumventing Ukraine. Gazprom completed
the first undersea segment of the pipeline earlier in May. The
project is intended to send gas to Turkey and the EU without
having to use the Trans-Balkan Pipeline in Ukraine (see EDM,
April 11).
According to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, his
country’s state budget will receive another $1 billion as a result
of the agreement. This represents a substantial input for
Turkey’s embattled economy and is great timing politically
considering the upcoming presidential and parliamentary
elections, scheduled for June 24 (Anadolu Agency, May 26).
(Jamestown.org)
2. Russian presence in Ukrainian inland waterways: Ukraine’s
security chokepoint
31 May 2018, Last month (April 2018), Ukrainian Deputy
Infrastructure Minister Yury Lavrenyuk appealed to the National
Security and Defense Council of Ukraine to prohibit Russian
vessels from entering Ukraine’s domestic waterways because of
the high terrorist threat level they allegedly pose (Mtu.gov.ua,
April 23). The Russian reaction was immediate, dismissive and
alarmist (see EDM, May 1).
According to Igor Shishkin, the deputy director of the Institute
of CIS Countries, Ukraine’s declaration of a river blockade is a
serious step and should not be mocked. “Few of our vessels use
the Dnieper, for example. But, there is one [waterway] that is
very significant for Russia. I mean the Danube–Black Sea
channel, passing through Ukrainian territory. Our vessels use
it,” he said (RIA Novosti, April 25). Officially this channel is
called the deep water fairway (DWF) “Danube–Black Sea”
(Gsh.delta-pilot.ua, accessed May 25). It traverses Ukrainian
Bessarabia and has a strategically located entryway at the Girlo
Bystre mouth of the Danube River delta. (112.International)

3. Cutting-edge missile corvette joins Russia’s Black Sea
Fleet
01 June 2018, Russia’s Black Sea Fleet has held an official
ceremony to accept the latest Buyan-M-class missile
corvette Vyshny Volochyok for service, Fleet spokesman
Captain 1st Rank Vyacheslav Trukhachyov said on Friday.
The ceremony included hoisting the St. Andrew’s flag on
the newest corvette.
Speaking at the flag-hoisting ceremony, Chief of Staff of
the Black Sea Fleet Rear Admiral Viktor Liina congratulated
the fleet’s personnel and veterans, noting that this was a
special day for the Navy.
"Today the Black Seas Fleet has become even stronger…
this is another obvious confirmation of the state policy for
strengthening Russia’s defense capability and its armed
forces," the rear admiral said. (Tass)
4. George Friedman: Romania in situation in which it
should enhance own military capacities at the Black Sea

Assessment:
- Turkey is one of the largest consumers of Russian gas. At present, Russia supplies gas to Turkey via the Blue Stream and
Trans-Balkan gas pipelines. Three weeks later Turkey has a crucial election and Erdogan who has been ruling the country
for 16 years is worry about to gain this upcoming election, because Turkish Lira lost almost 30 % value recently against
dollar and budget deficit is too high. Russia and Erdogan have good relations and Russia has been trying to took Turkey
out from NATO, procurement agreement of S-400 air defence system is an example of Russia`s effort. For years Russia
has not accepted to decrease the price of gas but now and Turkey will receive one billion dollars from Gazprom. Russia`s
aim is to gain more clout among US allies in Europe by pushing to widen its access to European energy markets.
- Ukraine needs a balanced maritime policy and naval strategy as well as fleet capabilities to adequately respond to
threats at sea and along inland rivers. Ukrainian naval ships needs to present not only Odesa and around but also in the
Sea of Azov and in the Dnieper and Danube rivers. Ukraine should immediately boost the country’s naval capabilities
fully but this is not so easy due to economic reasons.
- Even Though Russia Defence Budget has decreased in recent years, She has been strengthening Black Sea Fleet step by
step. Russia’s annexation of Crimea had two immediate effects: Kiev stopped to constrain Russia’s Black Sea Fleet
buildup and modernization, and Russia increased the size and strength of Russia’s Black Sea Fleet.
- Turkey has the second biggest military in NATO after USA, so that Turkey should balance the Russia at Black sea, but
this is not the case now because of the political shift of Turkey from West to East. Even though the writer thinks that a
Russian-Turkish agreement to happen is a miracle, when look at the political and military situation in Turkey, if Erdogan
would win the election which will be held on 24th of June this miracle would be a reality with the support and push of
pro-Russian generals in Turkish Military.

01 June 2018, Currently, the United States of America is
not in the situation to deploy a significant fleet to the Black
Sea, and Romania should firstly enhance its own military
response capacities in this area, on Friday said the US
analyst George Friedman, president of the Geopolitical
Futures, at a specialised conference in central Sibiu.
The security situation at the Black Sea has not climbed at a
very high level on the US's interest scale so to deploy here
significant forces, and then the Americans will not
challenge the Russians, said Friedman. We are now in a
situation in which all kinds of policies could be talked for
the Black Sea, but for the Americans this topic is not
ranked as major and they do not wish this, because they
don't want to engage against the Russians. The Russians
are not ready to engage in a Black Sea naval operation that
would crowd the Americans in the area, they will do
whatever they could to not challenge the Americans. The
Russians don't want to open a conflict with Turkey for the
Black Sea area, because they hope for a miracle, a RussianTurkish agreement to happen. And the Turks understand
very well one thing in this area: if the Russians are at
home, the Americans are at home, too, said George
Friedman in the "US perspective upon NATO and the Black
Sea" lecture he delivered at the "Emerging Importance o
Wider Black Sea Area Security" conference organised by
the Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu. (Sstiripesurse)

Horn of Africa CRISIS WATCH
(28 MAY-03 JUNE 18)
1.M/V reported an approached by up to 6 skiffs south of
Mogagishu 30 May. At 1205UTC 30 MAY 18, a MV reported an
approached by up to 6 skiffs in position 01-38.47N 044-41.67E.
(just south of Mogagishu). Vessel and crew are safe. Vessels
transiting the area are advised to exercise extreme caution.
Source : UKMTO SE Guardian
2.Piracy off the coast of Somalia is on the rise again 29 May.
Piracy off the coast of Somalia is on the rise again, according to
the latest annual State of Piracy report by the non-profit One
Earth Future’s Oceans Beyond Piracy (OBP) program. According to
the report, the number of incidents in the Horn of Africa region
doubled in 2017 compared to 2016, after years of consistent
decline. The report says the resurgence of piracy off the coast of
Somalia proves that groups are still capable of organising attacks
against ships transiting through the region. Piracy on the rise
again in the Horn of Africa Eastafricamonitor
3. ESPS Meteoro Madagascar Partnerships 30 May. EU NAVFOR
is encouraging key partners in the region to coordinate counterpiracy activities and to share information about regional maritime
security. The Commanding Officer of EU NAVFOR’s Spanish
warship ESPS Meteoro invited civil and military Malagasy
authorities on board during a port visit to Antisiranana,
Madagascar to develop the partnership and cooperation between
the two naval forces. The visit, which took place on Saturday 26th
May, coincided with Spain’s annual Armed Forces Day. The crew
of the Meteoro celebrated with a ceremony on the flight deck,
involving a tribute to the Spanish Flag and a remembrance of
those killed in the service of Spain, and a reception on board with
distinguished guests from Madagascar. EUNAVFOR
4.Counter-piracy force cooperation and coordination in
Tanzania 31 May. Cooperation and coordination is a fundamental
approach in the Western Indian Ocean as we work towards
maritime security. The Force Commander of EU NAVFOR’s
Operation Atalanta recently highlighted the EU’s support to the
coordination of counter-piracy effort in the Western Indian Ocean
region in a meeting with the Chief of Staff of the Tanzania
People’s Defence Forces (TPDF) and the EU and Italian
Ambassadors.. Activities and engagements such as these will lead
to increased stability and security in the Western Indian Ocean. A
more stable maritime environment will allow international
vessels to transit more safely through the Gulf of Aden and
around the Horn of Africa with a reduced threat from piracy, and
it will allow East African countries to become more prosperous by
enabling them to develop their ‘blue economies.’ EUNAVFOR

Assessment:
We can still see that there is some piracy efforts in the region although there is also a huge amount of anti-piracy assets
in action.
In this manner, EUNAVFOR has continued on counter-piracy activities in the region followed by port visits and
coordination meetings in Tanzania and Madagascar.
Another strong actor at sea is CMF that has conducted visits to Seychelles in order to improve communication with local
authorities besides to promote their effort for the maritime security in the area of operations.

5.Commander CTF 151 Visits Seychelles to Promote relations
with CMF 29 May. Bringing his busy engagement schedule to a
close, Commander Combined Task Force 151 (CCTF 151) and
regional counter-piracy coordinator, Rear Admiral Daisuke
Kajimoto, Japan Maritime Self Defence Force (JMSDF) has
returned from a 2 day visit to Seychelles. As a longstanding
member of CMF, Seychelles provides valuable Maritime Patrol
Reconnaissance Aircraft (MPRA) support in its exclusive
economic zone (EEZ) and, crucially, the legal finish capability
that allows for the prosecution of suspected pirates. RAdm
Kajimoto sought to develop the interaction between CMF and
Seychelles and to gain an appreciation for the developing
maritime security capabilities of Indian Ocean nations. RAdm
Kajimoto discussed the key aspects of Seychelles’ maritime
security agenda with the Executive Head of the Department of
Foreign Affairs, Mr Barry Faure, before continuing his
programme with a visit to the Regional Fusion and Law
Enforcement Centre for Safety and Security at Sea (REFLECS3).
The REFLECS3 director, Mr Joseph Bibi said: “Information
sharing between Indian Ocean nations is critical in ensuring
maritime security over such a large area. CMF
6.A tale of two ports: Somaliland challenges Djibouti 23 May.
Djibouti may not quite be the “Singapore of Africa” yet, but the
Horn of Africa’s smallest country still plays an oversized role in
global affairs by providing valuable real estate to foreign
militaries and positioning itself as a crucial waypoint for
maritime trade. A highly strategic location has helped
Djiboutian president Ismail Omar Guelleh attract significant
investment and bilateral engagement from both the United
States and China. It takes more than a good location to create a
healthy investment climate, however, and a new report from
the risk consultancy Allan & Associates has warned outside
investors to approach Djibouti with caution. Alongside
problems of corruption and unsustainable debt, the risk
consultants point out Djibouti is over-reliant on two partners:
China, of course, but also southern neighbour Ethiopia. For all
its global pretensions, Djibouti heavily depends on Ethiopia for
fresh produce, electricity, and even water. Landlocked Ethiopia,
in turn, relies on Djibouti’s port to handle a full 95% of its
imports. That helps explain why the two countries have gotten
busy exchanging stakes in their respective public enterprises
and deepening integration between their economies over the
past several weeks, building off Chinese initiatives to establish
better infrastructural links between Addis Ababa and Ethiopia’s
primary port. Djibouti may soon be the proud owner of shares
in Ethiopian Airlines, while Ethiopia will be part-owner of the
Doraleh Container Terminal. eastafricamonitor

Caspian Sea CRISIS WATCH
(27 MAY-03 JUN 18)

1 Azerbaijan’s SOCAR Signs Deals For Caspian Fields With
Equinor
30 May 2018. Azeri state oil company SOCAR and Norway’s
Equinor (NYSE: EQNR) on May 30 signed a risk service contract
for the development of the Karabakh offshore oil and natural
gas field in the Caspian Sea.
The two companies also signed a product-sharing agreement
for Ashrafi, Dan-Ulduzu and Aypara exploration area.
“The agreements signed today represent a natural next step in
the region. This will strengthen our position in a prolific basin
and develop growth options,” Eldar Saetre, Equinor’s CEO, said
in a statement.
To operate the licenses, Equinor and SOCAR will form a 50-50
joint operating company. A final investment decision on field
development will be taken following appraisal and engineering
work. (EPMAG)
2. Why the West Needs Azerbaijan
28 May 2018, There is only one way for vital Asian oil and gas
resources to reach Europe without passing through Russia and
Iran: through the narrow “Ganja Gap.”
There are only three ways for energy and trade to flow overland
between Asia and Europe: through Iran, through Russia, and
through Azerbaijan. With relations between the West, Moscow,
and Tehran in tatters, that leaves onlyone viable route for
hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of trade: through the tiny
Caspian Sea nation of Azerbaijan.
When you factor in Armenia’s occupation of almost one-fifth of
Azerbaijan’s territory, all that is left is a narrow 60-mile-wide
chokepoint for trade. We call this trade chokepoint the “Ganja
Gap” — named after Azerbaijan’s second largest city, Ganja,
which sits in the middle of this narrow passage. And right now,
the Russians hold enough influence over Azerbaijan’s rival
neighbor Armenia to potentially reignite the bloody NagornoKarabakh conflict of the late 1980s and early 1990s — giving
them a dangerous opportunity to threaten the “Gap” itself.
Ganja’s history as a source of trade and commerce dates back
to the Silk Road that once crossed Eurasia. Even today, any
grand strategy that takes into account a resurgent Russia, an
emboldened Iran, and an economically expanding China has to
reckon with this tiny 60-mile gap. (Foreign Policy)

Assessment:

- Caspian sea has rich gas resources and Azerbaijan is a key country in terms of being a crucial littoral country of Caspian Sea
and developing the Trans-Caspian route so that interest in Caspian gas field by Western companies is extremely high.
- European Union imports almost % 40 of natural gas it needs from Russia and this fact weakens the bargain power of
European Union against Russia. When Russia invaded Crimea in 2014, sanctions was imposed against her by USA and EU but
Germany was reluctant to execute these sanctions due to her dependency on Russia`s natural gas. USA, Ukraine and Eastern
EU countries don`t want Germany to sign Nord Stream-2 project which is a Russian gas pipeline to Germany that will increase
Europe’s dependency on Moscow for energy.
Russia has been using energy card as a weapon against western countries so that, each barrel of oil and cubic meter of gas
that Europe can buy from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, or Turkmenistan is a tool which may decrease dependency of EU on Russia.
If Trans Caspian Pipeline project would be executed, Russia would lose so much money gaining from gas export and this
would weaken it`s bargain power against west so that Russia will do anything she can to make it difficult for the West to use
the Ganja Gap.
- The Caspian Sea is a crucial area which has abundance of energy resources, 48 billion barrels of oil and 8.7 trillion cubic
meters of gas in proven or probable reserves so that every big players in the world would like to benefit from these resources
and Japan is one of these countries who would like to get a piece from this pie.
- It is an important step in terms of implementing Trans Caspian Pipeline route but as we mentioned before Russia and Iran
would take every step to prevent this plan to be executed.

3. Daisaku Hiraki: Japan is interested in joint
development of new fields with Azerbaijan on Caspian
31 May 2018, Japan is interested in the joint development
of new fields in the Caspian Sea with Azerbaijan, said
Japan's Parliamentary Vice-Minister of Economy, Trade
and Industry Daisaku Hiraki at the plenary session entitled
"The main factors for the development of a sustainable
future: Concepts and Innovation" of the 25th Anniversary
International Caspian Oil & Gas Exhibition and
Conference.
Daisaku Hiraki underlined that the Japanese company is a
shareholder in Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan main export oil
pipeline (BTC) and the Azeri-Chirag-Gunashli (ACG)
project. At his words, “the signing of the ACG-related
agreement and the extension of the term up to 2050 is
important in terms of Japan's energy strategy in the
Caspian region. Our country is interested in enhancing
energy security and diversifying sources. Japan has
established good relations with the Caspian region and
this is of geopolitical importance. We are interested in the
joint development of new deposits in the Caspian Sea”,
Daisaku Hiraki added. (Azertag)
4. President Aliyev Launches Southern Gas Corridor In
Baku
31 May 2018, The Southern Gas Corridor mega-pipeline
that bridges Europe with the Caspian Sea came online on
May 29, when Azerbaijan’s President Ilham
Aliyev opened a valve at the Sangachal terminal near
Baku, allowing gas to start flowing westward.
The opening of the massive energy route that stretched
3,500 km and traverses six countries comes after an
agreement was signed in 2013 between nine European
companies
and
Azerbaijan’s
state-run
energy
conglomerate SOCAR. That year the government of
Azerbaijan authorized the exploration and development
of the Shah Deniz-2 gas field beneath the Caspian Sea,
currently the sole supplier of natural gas to the SGC
pipeline.

